
Ascom Unite Assign

Ascom Unite Assign – spend less time assigning 
tasks and more time doing them

Unite Assign is a software application that supports a single, 
user interface to staff assignment across multiple healthcare 
systems. It is part of Unite Messaging Suite®, a powerful 
software platform, that connects mobile staff with mission-
critical systems.

Streamline management of staff assignments
Simplify the administration of staff and task assignments 
by using one system to assign, track and update staff 
responsibilities. Centrally administer all staff assignments 
across multiple clinical systems. Unite Assign streamlines 
workflow and frees up more time for face-to-face patient care.

Powerful and easy to use
Unite Assign is an easy-to-use tool that provides choices.  
Its intuitive drag-and-drop interface minimizes training time. 
Once up to speed, administrators can assign actionable  
events to caregivers by any combination of patient, room  
or type of event. The system also manages event handling  
and automates alert escalation to pre-defined back-ups.

Gain time by eliminating repetitive assignments
Unite Assign enables single staff assignment for multiple 
healthcare systems like nurse call, and patient monitoring.  
This allows administrators to eliminate duplication of 
assignment activities across multiple systems, resulting in 
increased efficiency.

 Centralize staff and task assignment management 

 Streamline event handling and escalation process

 Optimize clinical workflows

 Respond more effectively to patient events

Why waste time and energy scheduling your caregivers across separate clinical systems, when a single 
staff assignment application can effectively streamline your scheduling process.   
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Benefits

•  Eliminate slow, time-consuming manual assignment 
processes.

•  Use a single user interface to manage easily patient 
assignments across multiple healthcare systems,  
e. g. nurse call, patient monitoring.

•  Help ensure high, consistent care levels through clearly 
defined responsibilities and alert escalation.

•  Improve the patient experience with enhanced staff 
execution.

•  Optimize staff workflows to reduce operational cost.

 Features

Two staff scheduling options:  
1) event-based assignment or 2) role-based assignment

Search function for quick staff lookup and assignment

Uses photos or avatars to more easily recognize individuals  
and teams

Create multiple response teams (e.g. code blue) to improve  
team communication and patient event response

Color-code work teams for instant recognition and group messaging Assigns specific care events by patient, room or bed

Lets you view assignments from any web-enabled computer Designates primary and secondary caregivers for automatic  
alert escalation

Prints assignments for individuals or teams Lets planners view patient name, sex and age in order to assign  
appropriate caregivers (connectivity to ADT required)

Assigns staff and responsibilities up to the two weeks in advance Pair and assign caregivers with specific Ascom wireless devices and 
RTLS badges

Supports one-way synchronization from Rauland-Borg  
ResponderSync

Server to Unite Assign providing dynamic assignment updates
Existing assignments can serve as template to easily plan new shifts

Know. Analyze. Improve.
Along with providing administrators a complete picture of how events are being managed, Unite Assign can assist resource 
planning through comprehensive monitoring and analysis. In turn, this enables you and your colleagues to further streamline 
workflow.


